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Microorganisms by virtue of their versatile nature have an amazing ability to adapt to any kind of 
environment thus inhabiting the harshest conditions in the planet and being one of the vital 
players in shaping up our ecosystem. Common microorganisms namely bacteria and viruses 
though creating ill-effects for humans by their evolutionary advantage of surviving billions of 
years of Nature’s changeable force cause multitude of infections ranging from common cold to 
severe life threatening diseases. Helicobacter pylori is an ideal example. It is a curve shaped 
bacteria that causes stomach ulcers which in few cases when untreated leads to severe 
complications and manifests as gastric cancer.  

H. pylori has been associated with humans since around 50,000 years right from the migration of 
the human race from the African continent. Though it has a very long history with humans only 
few points are well known about the means of entry into the human stomach and also the 
infection that it causes. Once inside the stomach, H. pylori starts creating an environment that is 
very much conducive which allows it to thrive, reproduce and inhabit the stomach for years 
together. For instance, every human cell has the ability to communicate with every other cell 
which is vital for the efficient working of the gastric system. H. pylori is a clever pathogen that 
not only understands the meaning behind this mysterious communication but also effectively 
tampers it, which we humans still fail to understand despite lots of research worldwide !  

The present work involves means to understand the way behind this efficient hijacking of the 
human cell communication system. Herein, we try to figure out the bacterial factors or players of 
H. pylori that are responsible for gaining that perfect control. Our results seem to indicate certain 
factors which could be responsible for the host communication defect. Further efforts in this 
project could reveal novel ways previously unknown to scientists that can be used for the 
generation of either effective antibiotics or vaccines that can be used to control this seemingly 
calm friend which could turn into a fierce foe when it needs to !  
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